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Race and Mental Ability

Arthur R. Jensen'

University of California, Berkeley

1

aces. both hdman and infrahuman, are now most generally
,

-

'

,

viewect from a scientific standpoint as breeding populations which, though interfertile, are relatively isolated froth one an-Other reproductively, by geography,

ecology, or'culture, and which 'differ in the frequencies of various'kenes.

These major subdivisions of a sfAcies, called races, ate classifications based
upon the relative degrees of intragroup similarities and intergrOup differences

in numerous genetically determined morphological, serologicll, and biochemical
characteristics.
process:

These genetic differences are products of the evolutionary

Some of the many genetically conditioned characteristics in which

various human races are known to differ are body size and proportions, hair form

and distribution, head shapeand facial

eatures, cranial ,capacity and brain

formation, blood group, number of'vertebrae, genitalia, bone density, fingerprints, basic metabolic rate, temp.erature, heat and cold tolerance, sweating,.

odor, consistency of-earwax, number of teeth,'Sge of eruption of permanent
$

.

/

teeth, fissural patterns on the surfaces.ofthe teeth, length of gestation
Reriod, frequency of twins, male female birth ratio,,physical maturity at birth,
4

infant development of alpha brain waves, colorblindness, visual and auditory
acuity, ability to taste phenylthiocarbomide, intolerance of mill?,

galvanic

skin response, chronic diseases, susceptibility to infectious diseases, wand

a

2

/ pigmentation of the skink hair, and eyes.

Physical differences among same.

raqs are obyiously extensive and profound.
4
.

-''''There

are also behavioral differences among races.

In infrahuman

r

species, behavioral differences
aMbi
among subspecies

(,i.,,/

. e., races) are how generally,
(

viewed in an evolutionary sense as being continuous with the physical differ-7

4

ences.

Ethologi'ts regard behavioral as well av physical traits as being sub1.

ject to evolutionAry change.. An animal's behaviqr can be'a more important
aspect of its adaptations to the, environment than its physical characteristics.

and can therefore play an importapt role in the evolution of the'physical struc,

41

tures that mediate'betlavior, principally the central. nervous system,

The biological basis of behavioral differences among human races, on
the other hand, has been much more in dispute.

There has been the least consensus

concerning the nature and causes of racial differences especially in those.
t

1

chatartertstics which most clearly.distingvish Homo sapiens from all other

species--a large, highly developed cerebrum And the capacity it affqf

*

for

complex goal - conscious problem-solving behavior involving planreing, reasoning,

judgment, imagination, decision, in short, intelligence.
My aim in this paper is to summarize

best*I can ifrom'a scientific

standpoint the!main facts and theoretical issues involved in the study of human
racial, differences in behaviors commonly regarded as indicative of mental ability,
hout going' into the background of socio-political and ideological controversy
that continues to surround this topic.

Readers should be told At the outset the three principles that mainly.

govern my own orientation in this inquiry.
First, I believe that objective research and objective knowledge are
,

.

ssible, and that it is desirable, indeed necessary, to guard the "Scientific
,

aspe t

A

of the matter from entanglement with the political and Social policy.

4

.

3

This is not to say that the latter are, unimportant,.but simplthat

aspects.

4

A

we should strive as best we can to not let them fn any way distort our aim
of achieving an objective understanding of raci,e4-differences in mental abilities. limited though it may be, considering. the intrinsic-scientific difficulties.

Second,,1 emphasize the generally accepted position in science that
explanations of phenomena are weak and unsatisfactory to the extent-that they

_

are ad hoc, and are more satisfactory to the extent that they are predicted .by
a more general-theory or-are consistent with someiaarger pattern of establj.shed
systematic knowledge.

.That_theory is best which yields the greatest number of

ifiable predictions and the. discovery of new phenomena, or can comprehend

existing phenemena which previAsly had only ad hoc explanations.

Evolutionary

theory, population genetics, the poLyg4iiic theory of intelligence, developmental
-'N

psychology, and psychometricS seem to me.to prov

e the most.comprehensive

framework for the scientific study of population differences in abili-ties.
'4..1 my belief that explanations of raC1

the theor

It

differences which do not build upon

cal structures of these fields, and their associated methodologies

are the most likely t

valid or scientifically unproductive.

theoretical or methddologlcal shortcomings th-e-Se

Whatever
ent

for the-study of racial differences, I know of no better basis for formulating
hypotheses and launching investigations.
.

.

Third,

I believe we must accept the necessarily statistical and pro::
-..

.

i

baba1istic nature of the evidence and conclusions in many aspects,of 'this research.
In comparing populations on psychological traits, we are, of course, dealing with
continuous variation involving »differences among frequency distributions with

/.
marked overlap.

Distributions may differ in means, vaiiances,,skewness, and

2

\

higher moments, ,and each kind,of difference or combination of dif

ces

ultimately calls for theoretical explanation and has somewhat different impli=
cations.

in all of the psychological traits w'S know of

"pointed out, variance among popula ion means
individuals,/within populations.

it is frequently

tb.

much less than variance among

reoevr, since the causesof population dif-

in psychological traits a e complex, involving many 'actors which
cann

be experimentally

ontrolled in research with human popula ions,

our

---

/,pproach..must be large y statistical.

Rigorous proof: of hypotheses, in the

/ sense of logiCal ne essity or the clear-cut ruling out of all alternative
//

hypotheses by ex

rimental control of, variables is noL reasonably expected

regarding most of the questions of greatest interest.

We must make do, at

least for the present, with conclusions expressed in terms of probabilities,
often rather subjective probabilities at that, based on consistencies among
converging lines of evidence and the weight that accrues

o hypotheses by

virtue of their integration with a larger theoreti'al framework, as opposed
to ad hoc explanations.

The tentative nature of conclusions at the growing

edge of knowledge should alw'ays be kept in mind.

Evolutionary Differentiation,
From the viewpoint of evolutionary theory, it is extremely improbable
tic lly conditioned characteristics, physicAl or behavioral,
would have identical distributions of gen

pulations.,

And the greater the evolutionary separation between any two populations, the

greater is the kobability of genetic differences
in a wide variety of char.'acters.

Geographical and cultui-al isolation of populations over many generations

results in cumulative differences in gene 'poOls,

The specific evolutionary

4;,/
processes involved in the genetic differentiation of populations are:

gene.

mutations, .random -genetic-drift, selective migration, and natural selection.
Mutation and Drift.

Mutation and genetic drift are random processes

occurring at single gene loci, and con'SequeriiTythey _are not major causal
factors

ulation differences in polygenic traits, i.e., continuous

traits, like height -Ind i
of genes.

elligence,"'t4hich are determined by a large number

The larger the number of genes' involved in a given trait, the less

is the probAbility that rando\m changes, or drift, occurring at individual loci

would all happen to act in the same direction to produce large differences
N

6

between, populations.
0

The theory of genetic drift, however, permits calculations concerning
the relative degree of genetic isO ation between popu/atipnh, based on the
number of differences

(..1-14t. would occu

by

andom ge.

is drift alone, without

considering the greater, systematic and directional differences brought about
by selection.

On this basis, for examigeneticists have est4mated the

"divergence times" or extent_of genetic separation between the three major
races as about 14,00Q years between Caucasoid and Mongoloid, 42,000' y7e rs between

Mongoloid and Negroidand-46000reafg-between Caucasoid and Negroi. (Nei
& Roychoudhury, 1973).

These estimates were based on the observed d fferences

in the frequencies of neutral genes, i.e., genes for which there is no evidence
of selection.

Thth divergen

time is the time iFhetic drift by itself i o

take to make the frequen ies of neutral genes differ lAtween the major rakes
as much as they 'do at prese

This means, in other words, that these Ore

major 'racial groups have been sep

ated long enough and completely enough to

permit a purely random genetic, drift in

2000generations of complete separation "betwee

uencies equivalent*to some
the Negroid and the other two

6

races, and about 700 generations of complete deparation between the Caucadbid
1

v

_....__-,

i

,

and the Mon§olofa:'-liQvever, it should be remembered that'thesedifferences
.

.

du.:..
e

gift

...,
1-----.

would be expectel'..to hhave only minor explanatory

icafrce for

--.. ..,

...,

ave been sub-

...racial differ aces in Polysnic traitselpecially traits
,....,

'----------

ject to natural seitcl,ion.
1

It in s now possiblerigorously,
rigorously.to measure
e
.
----

'.evolutionary distances

\

.

between various species, as has been done With chimpanzees an

go

ilas, in-

terms of the degree of similarity of DNA sequence in certain blood prdteins.
and to measure the evolutionary relatedness of man to the other primates.
'as-yet t

.But

s method ig not sufficiently developed to delineate the evolutionary
"ly

distances among human races with any reasonable precision.
Mi rati

_

-Migration per se is probably not a major factor in producing

ion differences in polygentraits%

But migration o ten involves selec=

tion,-either of the original migrant population or;of su

t generations,

i

fords new

since hay' g to cope with the challer}ges of an alien enviro

)

opportunit4._s for selection to alter the gene pool of the migr

ory groups.

example, migration from a \tropical to a temperate clime could-invo

of whatever genes mi

b

involved in the capacity

ded to survive the long winters.

genetics with an

characteristic, including
tion.)

Also, plagues and f

e selection

r the planning an

(We know f om experimental

als that the capacity for acquiring almos

For

fore-

ehavior

every behavi ral

general capacity for learning, responds to

elec-

ines which often accompanied migrations prod ced

genetic "bottlenecks" in human populations.

That is to say, a relatively lar$e

population Would be rediked for a few generations to a small, highly sele ted
breeding group, with statistically different gene frequencies than the parent
population, which then grows again into a larger population.

Such "bottl necks"

elh result in marked changes

in

'he gene pool within a relatively short period,

the

.depending upon the nature and "severity of

selecti

Selection. Aaturrl selection is by far_ttle m st probable evolutionar
',7

\

mechanism causing the major differences between hum

regards poygenic traits:

When a rmplex phenotypi

races, especially as
charackeristic, physical

\

or\behaviorai\ involves the influence of a number if genes, all-the genes are
thg
.

epot7pes.

The

,
_

raPidi

of selection for the relevant genes dep nds both upon Gate= severity
- NA.

of the s

ection pressure on the phenotypes and

pon the narrow heritability

of the char cteristi.i in ,question, i.e., the proportion of phenotypic variance
attributable

Selection, so to speak, tends

..,c< additive' genotypic variation.

to use up the ad itive gen tic variance; sic:'
dual's genoMe which is, ost h

t

hly correlate

_is that partofthLindi'vi-

with the phenotype.

As,selection
7

.

proceeds, the narrow

of theitr it decreases; that IA,

',.',I.tabilit

less additive genetic x. at'ant

here is

andjan increasing proportion or the genetic vari___r_i_...
/.........

II

ancefi,iftriblatable to dam. a ance deviation- 4.1-7-er7, IIIL

or nonadditive
.

effects of alleles a

oci) and\to epistasis (i.e., nonadditive effects
..

..//-

of genes at different

The

A

esence cif ad.riadditive genetic variation,

which can be estimated by the methodp of quantietative genetics,. therefore,
/

1

indicates that the trait in question has

dergone selection, and if the, domi-

mance is" for either high or low values Of the trait, it mean

there

has

been

directilonal
selection.
.

It is higfiTy-s-i*gpA140119,-9Mi-

relthat...tth,appropriate,
1

quantitattve genetic analyses of scores on standard tests of intelligence s ow
I'
some dominance,and other/nonadditive genetic variance, as much as'10 to 15

./

N.

N

,

percent Oinks &4ii-Tit.Ir, 1970; slinks & Eaves, 1974Y. --Trirr-knan.,*Nfor-high IQ
in\ d cateS there
'.

has

'been directional selection.

Thus, whatever` ability is

ti

a

measured by IQ tests, it shows the "genetic architecture" expected for'a fitness, character; the IQ apparently ?eflects some trait of biological relevance
in human evolution.

How might this have come about?

Cranial capacity, a crude measure of

intelligpnce, is known to have increased markedly over the five million years
human evolution, almost tripling in,size from the earliest fossil informa.,

!Lou

atralopi-t #atust-o-p

brain was of t
lation.

b

y man.

The greatest development of the

,neJcortex, especially those areassserving speeth and manipu-

Tools found with fossile remains indicate that increasing brain size

was accompanied by the increasing complexity of tools, and along with the
slevelopment of complex tools are also found artistic ,drawings on the'walls of
,---"

caves.

In the last one or two million years the ,strongest selection pressure
..

...,(%

L

.

.

,

/

in man has been for behavioral traits of increasing complexity, accompanied
by the increasing size and complexity of the cerebrum.
Lorenz

The ethologist Konrad

73) has elaborated upon the thesis' that the evolution of the complex

functions of, the human brain that make possible such intelligent operations

40.s.compa ing, Analyzing, separating; seeing relationships, classifying,
.,

count-

/

ing, ab tracting, tonceptualizirt, recalling, )imagining, planning, and the
like, same about froth selection by environmental demanda AZting,directly upon

the-be avtors thade-possible by increasingly comp x nervous functions.
It seems highly probable that s ch powerful selective proCesses have
;

also

perated to some extent differentially u

subgroups within one species

that /have been, genetically isolqted for tho 'us
-y.,...behavioral
_

\\
---__/

_phy

s of generations,

Therefore,

/

gaits and their,, genetic and
/

cal_undepinnings in the nervous sys1 m 'should be expected, with,high

/
/

obbility, to differ among

an races/

If our psychglogicale\
measurements
,

10-

,

.

9

to.

not reflect such differences, they would seem highly suspect,

ince, in

ti

principle, differences are practically certain to exist.
We can only speculate about which specific selection mechanisms were
probably most importantly involved in evolutionary differences in the behavioral
capacities now called Cognitive ability or intelligence.

Perhaps the most important general factor in sele4ion for brain size
and complexity was the presence of other men, making for competition for the
means of survival, and selection for increasing ability to-coo perate in hunt -

ing animals and in\conflicts with hostile tribes.

The invention of new tols

and weapons and the deve lopment of skill in their use b

other individuals

would have conferred differential advantages making for- election.

Each ne

invention in a sense divides the population into those who can and those w
cannot leaft to master its use. and tends to select.in favpr of those who c
-

Population size is an important factor in the selective advantage of
A

invention., The number of exceptional.individials most likely to make discoveries
and inventions is greater, the larger the gjfoup.

New inventions 4nd novel

variations of existing tools and their co related ski.11s are lass-likely to

ar se in the relatively small and cultu ally isolated groupS characteristic
A

f primitive societies.

Moreover,,wh n an innovation does occur, and especially

/if it is.a great advance beyond. ex sting knowledge or skill, it may not be per-

-

petuate4 unless some reasonably

bstantial n

ber of the group can take it up.

/

Depending upon its degree of

elty and complexity; they would have to be the "'
.

,

more exceptionally able .indi iduals, and, given,the normal distribution of
1

more
ore such able
.,,

dividuals wpuld exist /in 4 larger population, so

.

/

i
/

that a new invention -of
-

ly one exceptional member of the ow would take on
/

i

selective significance

or some sub tantial.number0 of the population. .
;

11
I.

..

.

10

Inventions and discoveries involving tools, weapon4-;-a,kills, and

knowledge about the environment of adaptive importance, create greater.,salience

of individual differences in abirit*ea which then become important factors in
o

delective and assdrtative mating.

As one moves from relatively primitive to

relatively advanced societies, individual differ.eft'ces in cognitive ability
s,

ir.

become more conspicuous and more consequential in

ways that can affect

.

N,an iffdl-viTral s

u4 ng

societies m

i ness in

arwinian sense.

n a-num er

ear y

uman

1.Pas a prerogative of the ablest and most esteemed males,

each ofiom had many females, while many less esteemed, males had no mates,,
Evolutionary rates for certain traits could differ considerably among
groillos with different mating customs or different degrees of selective mating
4

for varioustraits.

considering nlkOral selection for abilities in man,

one must conaider what',proportion of a population is regarded by4@ts members

as subnormal Or in any way undesirable from the standpoint of selectivemating, and this will of course depend to a considerable extent upon the nature
and cognitive compleXity of, the cultural deman s made by the society.

Even

a slight reproductive advantage can have marked genetic consequences on the
time scale, /of human /evolution.

For example, it can be calculSted that a

gene that confers a one per cent reproductive advantage in a plpulgtion will
increase in frequenCy from .01 to over .99 in 1000 generational assuming that
9/

the same degree of advantage is maintained throughout this period.
ti

19,creased,population size also decreases the degree of inbreeding and
gives rise to

ml

new genetic combinations which are grist for selection.

Primitive societies consisted of hunter-gatherers, and fx obvious
ecological reasoqs were kept relativeLy4small in numbers.

The avent of

agriculture permitted population.densitiet a thousand times great r tlian

12

those of hunter-gatherers, thus magnifying the, selection factors for cogni-

f

tive abilities associated with a larger population.

Also, in terms of

abiliti's for counting, measuring, planning; mastering the environment,

and a greater complexity of social, political, and economic otganizatichS,
agriculture probably placed a higber premium on'intelligence than did hunting and gathering.

ment of agriCkture.

ry fact, civilizations grew up,along with the develop-

Various populations of the world differ in thousands

of years in ti,he time since they'abandoned hunting and gathering for agri-

culture, and some presently existing groups have never taken up agriculture.
Thus, ip geneFal terms, man's evolutionary history and the relative
isolation of various populations for thousands of generations would justify
the expectat on of gerietic differences between populations in a host of

characteristic \including those in,which selection pressures have acted
differentially upon behavior.

These behaviors would be maicly polygenic

traits for which population differences are statistical rather than typological.

It would seem most improbable that at least'some of the genetically

conditioned behavioral differentes that have come about in the course of
evolution would not be among the cbse vable differences between contemporary
races.

A contrary view would have to argue one of four propositions:

either

(1) the selection pressures in(all long-term isolated populations in the

4

-

course of human evolution have been identical for all groups for all abilitieS; or. (2) even if there have been different selection pressures for dif-

ferent components of ability, these components would average out to 'the same
value in their etffibined effects on performance in every population, provided

there is equality of opportunity for the development and expression of

abilities;or, (3) there is only one general ability that is inherited-L-a
highly plastic capacity for cultural learning which is genetically the same

13

rJ

,

12

in all populations and becomes differentiated only through environmental
and cultural influences; or', (4) even if there are genetic ability differ-

,ences between populations, they are so obscured by cultural and environmental
fadtors that there is zero correlation (or even a negative correlation)
between the distributions of phenotypes and genotypes.
the disadvantage of being extremely improbable.

Numbers 1 and 2 have

Number 3 is contradicted'.
i

by the factor analytic and behavior-genetic analysis ok mental abilities,
which reveal a number of di
genetic bases.

erent abilities with relatively independent

The fourth point seems' more debatable,, since it depends

d.

so much upon the methods of measuring abilities.and the extent of the cultural differences between the groups in question,
.

Modern students of racial

-

differences have seemed most reluctant to',point to various aspects of particular cultures' as being in themselves Indicative of differences in mental
abilities.

However, John

Baker, an eminent biologist Who has written

recently on the subject of race:notes the fact that racial groups have
differed quite markedly in the degree to which they have developed "civilization" (in terms of a list of twenty-one criteria'ordinarily regarde0 as
indicative of being civilized) and also_.
the degree to whidh complex cognitive abilities are manifested or demanded in various societies.

The Arunta

language of Austx'ali,An aborigines, for example, conveys only the,donsrete;
SI

abstract concepts are not represented, nor is there any ve bal meanS'of
numeration beyond "one" and "two" (Baker, '1974, pp. 500-501).

Baker noted that

these various criteria of cultural and intellectual advancement rank order
existing races much as do standard tests of cognitive ability when applied
to representative member's of these racial groups who have been reared under
similar conditions of'civilized life.,

Baker's bookis replete with specific

factual examples and comparisons of racial-g-oup,s in terms of.these various

14

crit ria.

He concludes "the reader will not have overlooked the fact that

repeatedly, in each relevant context, the possibility of environmental causes
-

has been reviewed in some detail an& rejected as an insufficient explanation
of the facts" (p. 533).

The Heritability of Group Differences
The polygenic theory of intelligence attempts to explain a host of
sleN

phenomena related to individual differences in mental ability, but mainly
the form of the distribution of intelligence in the population and the degree
of resemblance, or correlation, of rfiental test scot.

tween various kinships.

-It is a fact thit the degree of correlatioq between 'individuals'

intelligence

test scores increases systematically with the closeness of their genetic
kinship, from identical twins, at the one extreme, to unrelated persons, at
the other.'

The polygenic theory, based on principles of Mendelian genetics

and its elaboration, called biometrical genetics, :for dealing with polygenic

traits, yieldspredictions of these various. kinship correlations, and the fit
of the model to the empirically obtained correlations is remarkably good
(Burt & Howard, 1956; Erlenmeyer-Kimling & Jarvik, 1963; Jinks & Fulker, 1970).
,,;(The quantitative-genetic aspects of the model have been most clearly expli-

cated by.Burt [1971].

The current status of the polygenic 'theory frpm the

viewpoint of the philosophy of science has.been critically examined by Urbach
[1974].)

The pattern ofit,kinship correlations for intelligence test scoreks"

closely resembles that for other,polygenic traits such as physical stature.
The fit is not perfect, however, because of errors Of measurement and the
influence of. envitonmental factors on intelligence.
/

.

The methodolOgy of quantitative genelits, which is"derived4roMthe
general polygenicmadel, makes possible the estimation of the proportions

15
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pf phenotypic variance in the trait attributable to genetic and to,en iron -,

mentalactors.

Within this framework a large number,of studies have yielded

estimates of the proportion of.genetic variance (called heritability or h2)N
in intelligence test scores in the range from '60 to .90, with,most of'the
estimates between .70,and ;800.

(This is equivalent to a correlition.of

about .80 to .90 between phenotypeS and genotypes.)

Thus, the remaining 20

percent of the variance would be attributable to environmental,pffects, both

prenatal and postnatal, and to errors of measurement, i.e, the imperfect
reliability or-the tests.

The polygenic theory of intelligence isbased on three assumptions:
(1) there is a general factor of mental ability which is manifested to some
deliree in all complex mental tasks requiring choice, judgment, abstraction,,

grasping_relationships, etc.; (2) this general ability can be measured in
individ4els more or less reliably1by standard intelligence tests and can be
distinguished from other kinds of abilities, acquired skills, and sensory-motor
capacities; and (3) individual variation in this ability, is the result of a

number of genes (probably not fewer than 20 nor more than 100), each having
small, similar, independent additivl effects, plus a smaller number of genes
having interactive effects (i.e., dominance and epistasis).

dddtion,

but not an intrinsic aspect of the pothenic theory, there are mutant or
defective genes, often called "major genes," with a very low frequency in
c`tbe population, the single occurrence of which completely overrides the normal
1

V

polygenic determilants of intellienece to produce one of the severe clinical
forms of mental deficiency.)

In aocord with the Mendelian principles of

random segregation and recombination of genes, this polygenic model accounts
ff

e

for the normal or Gaussian distribution of intelligence.. (The slight but

significant empirical deviations from normality are accounted for bymajor

-__
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genes and brain damage due to trauma, disease, etc.; as well as differential

degrees of assortative mating of-individuals scoring in the upper and lower
t

halves of the distribution, and covariance of genetic and environmental
effects.)

The polygenic theory of intelligence i5 one of the few well developed
and well substantiated model's in psychology.

model that comprehends the relevant facts.

There simply is no competing
Environmentalists who oppose a

genetic theory of individual differences in ability have proposed no

1.ter-

_

native theory to account for all the facts predicted by the polygenic model.

They offer only ad hoc criticisms of specific empirical tests of the-poly',

genic model.

Thus., the polygenic theory, scientifically speaking, gives a quite

good account of individual varition in intelligence.

In principle, at

least, it is also applicable to group differences in ability, which are

vild as qualitatively the same as individual differences.
41%

The gene, pools

A

ofielatiVely isolated populations are hypothesized to differ in the frequencies
,__Syf the genes involved in abilities.

But the relevant genes afe the same in

all populations, so their differences are quantitative, not qualitative.

The

polygenic theory itself is completely agnostic as to the direction and magnitude of the genetic difference between any t'o specific populations.

In this

respect the polygenic theory contrasts markedly with the environmentalist
view, which maintains that there i',E11--ncLgenetic differences in mental abilities,

or at least in general intelligence, among any human populations.
It May seem surprising that, in Pst,actice, the polygenic theory Yields

few predictions concerning differences between particular races which are
testable by means of any presently available 141dence.
tion

oncerns the intelligence of racial hybrids.

17
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One type of pl-edic-

The polygenic theory

16
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predicts the mean scores (say, IQ) of the hybrid offspring to'be approximately
intermediate between the means of the two different racial populations:

The

only studies of this type reported in the literature are of white and Negro
crosses.

These studies are generally unsatisfactory, as I have Ointed out

in detail elsewhere (Jensen, 1973, pp. 219 -230), since there is reason to

believe that persons entering into interracial marriages are probably not
representative of their populations in intelligence.

Most'studies" of the

intelligence of racial hybrids are not based on known pedigrees, but on the
selection of hybrid subjects solely on the basis of their physical appearance
being more or less intermediate between Caucasoid and Negroid in such characteiTistics as skin color, nasal width, and interpupillary distance.

majority of such
_...

The

are in accord with the genetic prediction, i.e.,

the'intermedtate group in appearance also usually stands b tween the-iii-ore

"pure" appearing racial groups in mental test scores.

Also,
../2

in 12 out of 18

studies of American Negroes with some Caucasian admixture, ther
ficant positive correlation between skin color (lightness

as a signi-

and IQ.

Although

these studies leave little doubt of a relationship between skin color (and
other racial characteristics) and IQ, they are a weak test of the genetid
theory, since the same correlation could result from cross assortative mating
for skin color and IQ within the Negro population without any necessary impli-

cations concerning tht direction or magnitude of a possible genetic difference
in IQ between the Negro and white populations.

To overcome this problem, it has been proposed to use socially invisible
genetic polymorphisms, which differ in known frequencies in West Africans and
Europeans.

These blood polymorphisms could be used as an ind

of racial ad-

:.

..m44r.twe which Would be coradiated with IQ independently of visible facial characteristics-such as skin color.

Aside from the tecknical difficulties in such

18
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research, which I imagine are surmountable, there seems a. serious conceptual
c

problem With this approach due to the fact that little is known about the

ti

selection that entered into interracial matings during the period-of the
greatest gene flow from the white to the American Negro gene pool, which
occurred during slavery.

The Negro population of the United States now/bee

an average Caucasian admixture of about 25 percent.

We do not knowbow repre-

sentative of the white popuraciob in intelligence Mere those individuals (practicallz all males) who practiced miscegenation.

If they Mere predominantly

from the lower half of the white IQ distribution and their mates predominantly
from the"Upper half of the Negro IQ distribution, the genetic consequences of
hybridization on the IQ distribution of subsequent generations of Americ''an
4 Negroes could be negligible or undetectable by any presently available methods
of genetic analysis.

Another prediction from genetic, theory involves the phenomenon of

"regretion to the mean."

The offspring of exceptional parents, i.e., those

who deviate above or below the population mean, average some value more oz
less intermediate between-the parental value and the mean of the population.
J,

Regressidn is also observed in the case of siblings.

Sibling regression is

less likely to be contaminatedkby .environmentjeffects than parent-child
regression, since not infrequently a parent has grown up in a quite different
environment than is afforded to his or her own children.

Siblings reared

together generally share a more common environment.

The regression is strictly

predictable froth the polygeri4c model, but the degree

to which the empirical

findings approximate
phenotypic measurements.

prediction depends upon the heritability, h 2

of the

,

The Complement of the-heritability, 1-h2, consist-

ing of3nvironmental abd error variance, can be regarded as "noise" obscuring
.

the prediction.

.

,

For traits of high heritability, such ,as heht and intelligencel-
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the predictions are confirmed fairly precisely.

Since the theoretical gene- '

tic. correlation between siblings is 1/2 under random mating and slightly

higher (about 0.55) under the'degree of assortative gating generally found
for intelligence, one should expect, on average, that the IQ of a given child's
sibling would be just about half-way'between the given child and the popUlation mean:

Thus, it is predicted from the.genetid. model,/for example, that

the siblings of white and Negro children who are perfectly matched for some
given IQ would, on the average, have different Iqs, since the Negro sibs
regress toward the Negro population mean and the white sibs regress toward
the white population mean.

.0

If the two populations differ by about Qne stalAor0
-..4.
,'t

,deviation '(or 15 IQ points) the two groups of siblings dr' the IQ-matched Negro

and white groups should differ half a standard deviation.

If the two IQ-

matched racial groups ,both have an average IQ of 120, for example, the average

IQ of the Negro sibs will be 1/2(120-85)+85 = 102.5 and the IQ of the white
sibs will be 1/2(120-100)+100 = 110.

This prediction was borneZout in a study of all the Negro and white

siblings in the elementary schools Nges 5 to 12) in a California school district :Jensen, 1973, pp. 117 -119).

The siblings of both white and Negro

children were found to regress a constant fraction, about' qe-half, to their
respective population means and not to the taantof the combined populations.
4

This holdsi

g, out the IQ range from about 50 to 150; the regression line,

for both Negroes and whites, is linear throughout that range.
a successful prediction from the genetic model.

Thus, this is'

But it cannot be regarded

as a proof of a genetic difference between the two populations, sincethe lower
population mean of the Negro group

-441

,

it cold be claimed, is a result of a

uniform environmental disadvantage or test bias in the Negro population.
Thus,
we.
4*
, 1
t
.
.
,
all that the sibling regression demonstrates rigorously is that the correlation
.

..

,.

.
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between sibs is about the same in the white and Negro populations.

A strictly

environmental explanation of the mean population difference is not ruled out
by this evidence.

But an environmental explanation of it is ad hoc, unlike

the genetic explanation, which is derivable fr,om a pre-existing polygenic
model.

The polygenic theory would be in serious trouble if the prediction

searia not borne axt.

But there is no environmental theory that would have pre-

//

..),.

dicted the quantitative aspects of these results ar the linearity of sibling
r

i

gression throughout the normal range of IQs.

In an ad hoc environmental

account of the results, it would have to be regarded.as a remarkable coinci-

dence that environmental factors would so closely produce the same quantitative effects as are predicted by the genetic model.

Essentially, the reason that thearegression phenomenon by itself does

not grove genetic difference betweenyopUlations is that even if one grants
\

the same degfee of heritability of a trait within each of two populations,
and even if the heritability is very high, it cannot be inferred with certainty
,1hit the difference between the populations has a genetic component.

It could

be all environmental, or all genetic, or anything in between.
I

It is generally agreed that heritability within - groups,

2

has s no

logically necessary implication for heritability between soups, hB.

This does

not imply, however, that there may not be probabilistic implications of hw for
2
or that there is no theoretical connection whatsoever between hw2 And h2
B
B'

h

given knowledgeof certain other parameters.

Y

4
1

-'

Generally,,' for highly heritable characteristics within groups, Phena-

Ayspic mean differences between groups also show a heritable. component, even
when there are obvious environmental differences b4.tween the groups.
.

.

Often

ti corre lation between genotypes and the environmental factor s
thefe is a posive
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most relevant to the characteristic, e.g. skin

at on and amount, .of expo-

sure to ultraviolet radiation.

Instances are rare where the direction of genotypic means is the opposite
to that of the phenotypic means:, more often phenotypic and genotypic means are
positively correlated : -

f within-group

than 0.5), one must hypothesize a large

ritability is high (i.e., greater
ronmental difference than a genetic

difference to explain a phenotypic difference between group means, unless one
also posits an additional hypothesis'that the mean difference between groups i5
due to environmental factors which are not the same as those responsible for
environmental variance within the groups.

A reasonable presumption (though certainly not Proof) of genetic group
differences seems to be related to the magnitude of the group difference and
the"heritability of the trait in question, as seen in the fact that few per-

.

sons believe that the averae difference in stature between Pygmies and Watusis
is not largely genetic, despite their very different habitats, diets, and customs.

The fact that the group mean difference is large (relative to the stan-

dard deviatiolt within groups) and involves a trait of very high heritability,

makes it seem reasonable to be ieve that the group difference is-largely
genetic.

(I know of no other evidence that it is genetic.)

_

The same

kind of "reasonable hypothesis" must also apply to othgr characteristics,including behavioral traits, in which there are substantial phenotypic differepces and substantial heritability within groups, althoughr
degree of plausibility will depend upon the magnitudes of

f course, the

group difference

and of the within - groups heritability of the trait in question,
04

as well as

4

upon other factors such as the nature and extent of environmental differences,

if these areknown and theicausal relationship to. the trait in question is
established.

22
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Formulation of Between-Groups Heritability as a
Function'of Within-Groups Heritability,

The geneticist Jay L. Lush (1968) proposed the following formula of the
relationship of between-groups heritability, hB (i.e., the genetic fraction

.

of- the veriance among the phenotypic group means) and the heritability in the
whol0.-flopulation (i.e., the combined groups):
-IL

2

h = h
-B

where

h

1 + (0-1)r
1 + (n-1)t

2

.

-1

(1)

is the /arrow heritabii,ity in the whble population

is the sample size
r.

r

is the intraclass correlation among the genic values (for the
particular character in question) of members of the same group.

t

is the intracl

s correlation among thephenotypic values of the

same group.

t. A

When n becomes large,

h

2

B

h

2

( )

(r/t).
7
IP*

The heritability within groups, -2

can be expressed as:

11.1

(3)
-

J
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From Equations 2 and 3, the geneticist De Fries (1972) derived the following

formula for the heritability between groups:,

h

(1-0k

2

-B

.-

(4)

A

(1-r)t

__

If there is a- positive correlation between heredity and environment,
.."\

this expression underestimates the .heritability of the group difference.

the correlation between heredity'and environment is negative, h

2

B

mated by the forthu\a.

If

is overesti-

The relationship of between-group to within-group

heritability for two groups with equal variance, normal distributions of the
trait, and a mean difference of one standard deviation, can be shown graphically
as in Figure 1.
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(From Mctlearn & De Fries, 1973, p. 300.)
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The formula is obviously only of theoretical interest, since we lack
information on one of the parameters, r, the intraclass genic correlation
..

for the trai

jn question.

Thus the formula getyus nowhere, unless, of course,

/
;.

/

one wishes to speculate concerning the probable value of r.
very point in question.

But this is the

If the groupa do not differ at all genetically,

r will

h

be zero and h

B

gill be zero.

For groups whose means differ by one standard

'=
,--

devi-

on, the phenotypic intraclass correlation,

is0.20.

(The intraclass

correlati n t = .20 is most easily o btained from a one -way analysis 9If variance

which part tions the total variance (say, of IQ) betweenLgroups and within- groups.
If the g oup mean's" differ by 15 IQ pcA ts and the

within each group is 15 IQ

-

2

points, then the between-groups variance cB will be(15/2)2 = 56.25,, and the
within- groups vari.ance c

t = c /(a
B

2

B

+ 0

2

2

will be 15

2

225.

-The intraclass correlation is

56.25/(22,5 + ly5)'. 0.20.)

)

The genic intraclass correlationr, however, is unknown.

Unless onh

assumes that all the genetic difference between oupa in the trait of interest
aNAI
.

is purely a result of random genetic drift (which affects all gene loci equally, 6
;.

--, >

on the average), there'ig no way I know of to estimate r for any partic4ar
-

polygenic trait.

h

And tWtraits in which'we are most interested psycb6logically

probably do not-invo

e43cclusivelyjieutral genes.

Ifthey did involve only,

neutral genes and the trait were highlx,Polygenic, then there would be no
reason to expect any appreciable systematic genetic diffeience'between large
population groups.

,The size of r yil

course differ for various ti-aftst.
.

,

-'

,

/

whkchYhsaliesbeen subjected to different selection pressures,ovee many generations.

Thus it is pointless to try to estikate r for one ,characteristic and expect it
to be generalizable to others.

1

The De Fries formula therefore is useless
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kempirically.' Those who belie'4'e there are n
>

genetic di,fferenceS will say

/

If one makes-N. unwdrranted assumption that genetic goup differ-

-r = 0.

ences are not confounded with environmental differences, then it might be
said that r = t/h

2

(where h

2

is the heritability in the whore populatiln).

And if one makes the assumption that the between-groups environmental eftects
are of the same nature as within-groups environmental effects, o e could say
f

that r ='h

2
t.

But without making that assumption, which is crucial/4o them,

whole argument, we cannot know h

2

in the combined populations, either, since
/

this h

2

2

is a function of hw and hB,

lack of knowing r.
\

and it is

2
1-1B

that we can't determine fo

/

Because of this lack, w m st conclude that, at present

infer theopagnitude of heritability between groups is a bli

attempts

\
. alley.

e-

Within- and Between- Groups:-Environmental Variance., A knowledge of

the heritatitity pf intelligence within each racial group places dome cop7
straints on the,magnitude of the mean difference betwee

groups that can be

accounted for in terms of all the environmental facto s that gontribute.
variance within groups.

The argument can be expres ed most-4 early in a

series of points, using the well established Whit =Negro
ithe

ference (in

n'ted States) of one standard deviation, as an ex

=,

1. Ifrthe heritability h

2

of IQ is D.

(which is the best estimate we .have from

c

A

e white popplation

to

n/

sider

ion of the totAl eviddnce),
',..

then the proportion Of IQ variance attri utable to environmental factors
.

..+5 .

--''

""

2.

I=h

or 0.2 to 0.3.

.....z.t;

,

4.,,, ,-

-, - " 1

"-

is
,

-

The standard civiatioh f the,tota,1 environmentalcompoAnt
--\/;

t'

t

,-.-. --

,

-

'

"*12 1;
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of IQ thus can be calculated to be about 6 to 8 IQ'points (i.e. if c of IQ
is 15, the variance is I52 and the proportion of environmental variance would
be 0.2 X 15

2

= 45, so the standard deviation would be ',,45 . 6.7).
4

2. If one assumes similar heritability of IQ in the Negro population,
the standard deviation of the environmental component of IQ is alSout the,same
as in the white (i.e. item 1 above).

(The evidence for IQ heritability in

Negro populations, though not strong, does not suggest that h-

2

differs appr-

ciably from the estimate inrhite populations.)' The, existing correlations for
1,

twins and for siblings are higF1y similar for Negroes and whites.

This does,
f

not prove that the heritability is the same in both groups, but it makes
the most likely` hypothesis.

3. If white and Negro populations differ. on average,by some 15 to 20

IQ units, ;as the preponderance orthe evidence indicates, then,, given points

1 and 2 above, if it is hypothesized that all of this difference is environmental,
\

;it must be concluded that the groups differ by about two to three standard devia-

tions in'all the nongenetic sources of variance that make for IQ differences
within the groups.

Few would claim that the micro-environmental factors that

constitute the within-families Variance (e.g" birth order) should be included
among the'causes,,of the average difference between populations.
sources of 'between- families yariance, i.e. the kinds o,

It is th

environmental factors

aVecting all members of a family, that contribute to social Blass- and racial
group differences in IQ;

The between-families environmental variance is about

one-half to two-thirds of the total environmental variance within racial groups.
...

.:,

This means that Negroes and whitei, On average, must differ by sol 3 to 4
standard deviations in such environmental influences if the standard 15 to 20
,

.

points IQ
,

is to be exployked entirely in these terms.
.

.
,

.

.

.

.

,

*-.

4. AvarietyOfsoeconomici,ndioes,singlyandin combination,

I
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dicate

.

'.-
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that the average White-Negro difference in this respect is about, one standard

deviation or less--far from the 3 or 4 standard deviations of environmental
difference that must be postulated by a strictly environmental hypothesis of
the White-Negro IQ difference.

In terms of. these measurable (and potentially

manipulable) kinds of environmental' factors, studies of adopted children sug-

gest that moving one standard deviation up or down on the environmental scale
pushes the child's IQ up or down some 6 or 7 points.

Hence these kinds of

environmental factors can account for only about one-third to one-half of the

White-Negro IQdifference.
As one example, we.can look at a study by sociologist Jane Mercer (1973),

which includes an exceptionally detailed rating of environments of large samples,
of white and Negro school children.

The measured environment variables are:.
(1) Mother's participation in formal organizations (i.e., organizations of
"All lo" society), as an index of exposure to cultural materials, values, etc.
of Anglo society. (ConsVats of ,5 different measures.)
(2) Minority neighborhood vs. 'Anglo neighborhood.
(3) Cultural' barriers, e.g.} fluency of mother's English; knowledge of
school, etc.

(4) Socioeconomic Status.

An index based on the occupational status of

the head of household and the total years of formal education.
(5) Urbanization--the extent to which child's parents were exposed to
I

American urban*society.during their childhood.
(6) Home ownership.

(7) Individualistic achievement values--bas4d on a composite of several
questionnaires of Nrlues'intended to assess the extent to which "Anglo" values
had been internalized by the mother.
co
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(6 -) Family structure, e.g., whether child lives with both biological parents, etc.
(9) Anxiety.

(Sarason's Schoc6 Anxiety Scale)--15 items assessed in an

interview with child.

The multiple correlation (corrected for attenuation) between these 9 variand Full Scale WISC IQ was 0.44 for Negroes and 0.37 for Whites, account-

ables

ing for 19.6 and 13.6 percent of the IQ variance, respectively.
It is likely that these multiple correlations ii-clude more than just
environmental variance.

Some degree of genktic correlation is almost certainly

involved in the multiple R between these environmental ratings and IQ if one
acknowledges the compelling evidence for a genetic compOnent in social class
IQ differences within racial groups.

So the multiple correlations of-0.44

se

and 0.37 in all, probability considerably over-estimate the true correlation
i

(i.e. independent of genotypes) between this set of environmental measures
and the We hsler IQ.

(Also, remember that a multiple correlation to some

extent cap i alizes on chance,-and when cross-validated in another sample the
4,

same regression coefficients will yield a somewhat lower R.)
.esting that Mercer's R

2

It is inter-

(the proportion of variance 'attributable to ratings

of the environment), even though it very probably contains genetic variance,

oes not exceed the proportion of environmental variance generally found in
eritability studies of \IQ based on twin and other kinship correlations,
4

.

1-h

2
,

A

whiCh is about 0.2 to 0.3.

Thus these environmental indices, which all together account for about
4.67. of the IQ variance (i.e. R

2

= 0.4

2

= .16) within racial groups; if applied
2

to the between-groups variance (which in Mercer's samples is 11.302] ..4202 )
yields 0.16 X 0.42c2 = .06702
4

val nt to about

4

.

On the IQ scale (with a = 15), this is equi-

IQ points out of the average 15 IQ points difference

between the racial groups.

(Mercer tries to explain the total IQ difference

29
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by partialling out :'.e. statistically controlling] variables which are very
likely-highlycorrelated with Par-ehtal_genotypes for IQ

occupational

statua and education] and with race :e.g. living in a racially segregated
neighborhood:).

So we arrive again at the conclusion that environmental indices

accounting for much if not all of the available environmental variance in IQ
within racial groups, accounts for only about a third of the mean difference'
between the racial groups.

5. In the face of this analysis environmentalists must hypothesize
the existence of as yet unidentified and unmeasured factors, which produce

IQ differences between racial groups but do not contribute appreciably.
to IQ variance within groups.

Since no one has clearly specified the nature

of these factors, I shall simply label them "factor X."

"Factor X" is purely-

ad hoc, invoked to explain the IQ gap still left when known, measurable
environmental differences are taken into account.

Notions such as "racial

alienation," "white racism," consciousness of being'a minority, identification

with a historically mistreated minority, etc. are attempts to characterize
factor X.

of the

While these factors may exist, it has not been shown, independently

articular racial difference which they are invoked to explain, that

they have any effect on IQ.

And one may wonder why they do not apply to Other

minorities, such as Jews and Orientals, who also have been subjected to discrimination, etc., but who score at or above the national average on standard
tests, or to American Indians, whose environmental deprivations are the most
severe of any subgroup in the U. S. but'vhose performance on tests of mental
ability and scholastic achievement is more or less intermediate as compared
to whites and Negroes.

30
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Psychometric Evidence
Although the discussion of racial differences frOM the standpoint of
evolutionary theory and in terms of abstract principles of biometrical genetics can be carried-on in generakterms without reference to any particular

racial groups, when we are faced with the prospect of actually making measure,

ments and testing hypotheses we must get down to specific cases.

At this point,

understandably, there is often resistance or reluctance to our proceeding further.

Whit may seem reasonable and intellectually acceptable in the abstract

may seem odious and emotionally unacceptable when it comes down to specific
cases.

It is a,f act that the study of racial differences in mental abilities

has focused much-more extensively on sub- Saharan Africans and persons of African descent than on any other groups.

Bibliographies of research on other

racial groups are extremely scant by comparison.

Because of the great technical

and theoretical difficulties and uncertainties involved in the genuine crosscultural testing of abilities, where language, customs,

values, and the' whole

way of life differ markedly between the grdups being compared, most investiga-

tors in differential psycholo&have chosen to study different racial groups
which share a more or less cickdri-culture in terms of language, exposure to

formal education, the forms of employment, and the cognitive demands associated therewith.

The major racial groups in the United States, at least in

recent decades, probably come closest to these criteria.
NumericallyINegroes are the largest of such racial.minorityy groups in
the U.S. population.

In, recent yeats a good part of the motivation for the

psychological study of Negro-White differenCes'in.mental.abilities has stemmed

from the conspicuous and seemingly intractable differences in scholastic performance under fairly equal instructional'conditions, and from the relatively
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large percentage (more than three times that of whites) of Negro youths. who

fall below the mir4mum mental qualifications for induction into the armed
forces, even when eqtated with the average white youth in amount of schooling.

This is naturally a sensitive subject, largely because of the history
of racial discrimination in the United States and the Negroes' struggle to
achieVe equality of civil and political rights and opportunity for education
and employme

t.

Inferences about intelligence differences, whether measured

il

by tests or/manifested in scholastic and occupational performance, are viewed
;

with dismay by many, also, I believe, because the vast majority of people correctly perceive what might be termed the "threshold" property of intelligence.
That is.to say, .for many occupations in,a technological society, there is some

.threshold or level of intelligence below which the ability to perform successfully is extremely improbable.

There is a threshold of intelligence below
And

which failure in school, as,presently constituted, is virtually cer
there is a threshold below which individuals are generally perceive
handicapped, socially as well as educationally and occupationally.

as severely

Almost no

other handicap -- deafness, blindness, lameness, physical deformity--seems as

generally overwhelming an impediment to achievement, self-realization, and what

most persons think of as a satisfying life, as a very low level of general
intelligence.

We therefore naturally resist acknowledging evidence that a

substantially larger proportion of some particular socially identifiable group,
than of another group, falls below these various thresholds.

The regrets and

sympathies aroused by this perception, combined with feelings of guilt over
.

.

deeply deplored historic injustices such as slavery and discrimination, has

e

resulted in alOommon tendency in our thinking to transform these closely assot

ciated feelings into cause-and-effect rationalizations.

It predisposes one

to uncritical acceptance of explanations of cer ain racial differences in
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cognitive abilities as due wholly to past or present social injustices, discrimination, poverty, and the exploitation of one people by another.

Such

concepts can be rich grist for political propaganda or goads to social action,

but they are exceedingly remote from the kind of theoretical framework and
fine-grained analyses of data that are needed if we really, want to understand

the existing evidence on particular racial differences in specific abilities.

Let us review briefly some of the main findings of psychometric research

in the two groups thathave been compared most extensively, viz., American
Negroes and whites.
'Magnitude of the Difference.

Since mental abilities are seldom measur

on an absolute scale, it is customary, for most tests, to describe the units
of measurement in terms of the standard deviation of test scores in some representative sample of the population under study.

Raw scores (i.e., number right)

on mental tests called intelligence tests are usually converted to an IQ scale,
with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation off 15 in the normative population.

White-Negro mean differences are most often expressed inunits of the
standard deviation within the normative pOpulation or within the white comparison group, which often amounts to about the same.

The magnittdes of the White-Negro test differences in all of'the studies
reported in the literature vary mainly in terms of several factors:

age of the

subjects, nature of the test, geographic region, and representativeness of the
samples.

Age of Subjects.

Tests devised for assessing the development of children

under two years of age cannot be called intelligence tests, if by intelligence
we mean the general factor common to performance on all complex.dognitive tasks
A

in the age groups above three or four years.

Tests of whatever kind adminis-

tered below two years of age show little or no correlation with cognitive tests
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administered in later childhood and beyond.

The infant tests, such as the

Gesell, Griffiths, and Bayley scales, are reliable measures of early neuromuscular and sensory maturation anti coordination.

In the functions measured

by those tests, Negro infants are co4siderably advanced as compared to white
infants, up, ta 15 to 18 months of age.

Thia infant precocity in motoric

,

,

development has been notjd also in a number of studies of African infants,
- ,

,...
,-,-;

as well as in Negroes in the U.S.

In terms of a deve1Opmental quotient, with

a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15, such as provided by the Bayley
scale, the White-Negr

difference during these early months is of the order of
.

10 to 30 points.

Th

,

largest differences on record favor African infants and

U.S. NegrOs in poverty areas in the South.

This Negro precocity is also evi-

dent in physical indices of skeletal and neurological maturity at birth.

There

is also som4 evidence of Negro precocity in the earliest elements of language

(Documentation

development, which is intimately related to motoric maturity.
of'the research on all-these points is given in Jensen, 1973a.)

By two ye'ars of age, the White-Negro developmentalgapdisappears.
the mental test content becomes more highly loaded with

(i.e., the general

intelligence factor which accounts for most of the variance in complex cognitive tests in later childhood and maturity) with each succeeding year, the
growth curve of the average white child overtakes that of the average Negro of
the same age, and, by four to five years of age, the difference between the
groups, provided the tests are highly a-loaded, amounts to about one standard
deviation, equivalent to 15 point

on the IQ scale, in favor of the white group.

In a-loaded tests the Whip-Negro difference, expressed in standard deviation
or a ,units does not change after four or five years of age.

I would speculate

.'that this same difference of about 1 a would be found as far down the age scale
as the a factor can .be measured.

ThOkeybthesis could be tested by comparing

;34
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.

the gro ps an

erms of factor scores on the

factor rather than in terms

of factorially complex test scores which have a diminishing

a

component as

one moves down the age scale.

The fact that the Negro IQ deficit does not change at all beyond age
five, relative to variation within, either the White or Negro group, is of
considerable theoretical importance.

mentalist explanations of the Ne

One of the

pillars of environ4

o IQ deficit is expressed by the so-called

"cumulative deficit" hypothesi , which holds that environmental disadvantages
intel-

act like compound interest in p oducing a cumulative deficit in Negroes'
lectual:development.

It has already been mentioned that Negro IQ declines from

age 2, when it can first be measured, to age4 or 5, after which it remains
constant.

This decline could be due to a cumulative deficit associated with

certain environmental lacks, or it could be due to the increasing
of, intelligence test items between 2 and 5 yeax74 of age.

loading

(By aAe 5 the

a

loading of intelligence tests like ttleStanfordt-Binet already closely approaches,

If the deficit were'environmental, however, one must

its asymptotic value.)

wonder why it does not continue to cumulate beyond age 5, when children enter
school and are just becoming aware of the social milieu which environmentalists
claim contain many of the key ingredients that depress Negro IQ and scholastic
performance.

As important as the cumulative deficit' hypothesis has'been to the environ-

mentalist program, I have not found any evide4e to Support it, and much evidence
that contradicts it.

Most studies of cumulative deficit have failed to contrail
,s--

fur-possible demographic artifacts, such as differences in the populations
sampled at various ages.

But what is methodologically perhaps the most rigor-

ous study of the subject, based on the IQ differences between younger and older
siblings within the same families, using all the families in a California school

__
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district with children between ages 5 and 12, and controlling for family size
and birth order, there was found statistically significant evidence of a progressive deficit in verbal IQ requiring reading ability, but no evidence whatsoever of a cumulative deficit (as indicated by a zero difference between IQs
of younger and older sibs) in a nonverbal, highly
1974a).

loaded IQ test (Jensen,

Interestingly, the average White-Negro difference was at least as

great on the Nonverbal as on the Verbal IQ test.

The fact that the one'stanr

dard deviation Negro deficit in nonverbal I00.s stable after age'five, means
that its causes, whatever they might be, must be sought in factors whose
influences are already fully established before school age.
Nature of the Tests.

The size of the White-Negro difference also

depends upon certain properties of the test.

COntrary to popular belief,

verbal tests do not yield larger differences than nonverbal, and more often
the reverse is true.

However, my study of this Matter leads me to believe

that what little difference there is between Negro deficit in verbal and nonti

verbal tests is not in itself of fundamental signeficance.

Verbal and nonverbal

test batteries often reflect varying admixtures of two, more,,fundamen

cfiites of abilities, in one of Aldh,Negroes show little, if any, deficit,
compared to Whites, and in the other of which Negroes show their greatest
deficit (with the exception of one special ability, viz., spatial visualization)-.
I call these two classes c7 ability Level I' and Level II.

Level I consists of

abilities gucti_ap si.lar.t-eterm retention of visual and auditory inputs, memory

span, rote learning, and the 1

It Is characterized by reception, retention,

and recall on cue, with a minimum\of mental manipulation or transformation.
Tests incorporating these features more or less exclusively can be made as
demanding and difficult as one like
the subject's attention and effort a

.

They can require every bit as much of
any other kind of test.

We have used a
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variety of such Level I tests in White and Negro samples and find little or
no racial group difference relative to the individual variation within groyps,
which is considerable.

Thus, an inteligence test that contains some it

s

ifm
which can be acquired merely through. familiarity, by repetition or rote learn-\
\
ing, such as simple factual information and concrete vocabulary items, will to

that extent reflect Level I ability/

The Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler tests

include some almogt pure Level I tests, such as digit span memory.

And to the

extent a test is loaded with Level I, it minimizes the White -Negro difference.

Level II ability involves mental manipulation and transformation of
inputs in order to arrive at a satisfactory output.
generalization, comparison, planned or

This means discrimination,

:4.Lkl-oxiented search of immediately

present stimuli or of stored memories, abstraction, classification, judgment,
41,

induction and deduction involving concepts.
Spearman termed IL.

Level II ia much the same as what

The moment any mental manipulation, transformation, selec-

tion, or comparative judgment is aroused or demanded by the,stimulus input,
LeveL II or _a enters the picture as a source of individual differences inthe
response.

It is, of course, a greater source of variance the mode the task

calla for Level II processes relative to other sources of variance,' such as

Level I processes, sensorimotor abilities, attention, effort, and the like.
Test items that call for problem solving with novel materials, as contrested with items that require recognition or recall of previously learned
material, are the best measures of Level II) and they are the items with the
highest .8. loadings when tests are subjected to factor analysis.

Items such,

as those found in Raven's Progressive Matrices test are almost pure Level II,
for example, while digit memory (i.e., repeating a string of digits immediately
after hearing them spoken at a 1-sec. rate) is, almost pure Level I.

As soon
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as we introduce some mental manipulation into the memory tad, however, it
takes on some Level II loading.

It has been found, for example, that in a.

factor analysis of a number of Level I and Level II tests, forward digit span

had neArly all of its factor loading on the Level I face& while back:ward digit span (i.e., reciting the digit series in reverse of the order of
presentation), had its factor loadings divided between-the Level I and Level II
factors, with slightly more on the latter. -White and Negro groups differ most
on the Level II fat-eor and little, if at all, on Level I (Jensen, 1970, 1971,
1973c, 1974b).

A thorough survey of 382 studies involving some 80. different standardized

intelligence tests on Whites and Negroes shows an average difference of about
one standard deviation;, the great majority of the group mean differences are

between 10 and 20 IQ points (Shuey, 1966).

a

All of.theSe tests are predominantly

loaded, but many include other factors as "well.

Attempts to show differences in the ability profiles of Whites and
Negroes on tests of Verbal, Numerical&Figural Reasoning, and the like (e.g.,
Lesser, Fifer, & Clarke, 1965),

I strongly suspect,, are merely derivative, secon-

dary phenomena reflecting the different Level I and Level II demands of the
r--

various tests.

The available evidence does not appear to me to support the

interpretation that Whites and Negroes have different profiles in the so-called

Primary Mental Abilities themselves, except in so far as measures of these
abilities cannot be divorced from their Level I and Level II demands.

8ut

there id one important-exception, viz., spatial visualization ability.

A number of studies suggest that Negroes perform further below other
groups (Whites, Orientals, American Indians, Eskimos) on tests of spatial
visualization ability than on tests of any other ability.

This has been found

in Negroes of the West Indies as well as of the United States.

The same tests
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giverito African Negroes show even lower scores, but they are not appreciably,
lower than a variety of

loaded tests which do not require spatial ability.

Spatial ability has long been suspected of being sex-linked, since it
is the only one of Thurstone's seven Primary Mental Abilities which consistently
-

/

shows an appreciable sex difference.

Only about one-fourth of 'females exceed

the malemedlan in tests of spatial ability.

Since Bock and Koldkpwski (1973)

have now demonstrated by quantitative genetic analysis that spatial ability
is influenced by a single X-linked recessive gene, it is important from the
genetic standpoint to see if this fact can help to explain the findings on
spatial ability in American, West Indian. and African Negroes, and on the
direction anti relative magnitudes of'sex differences in spatial, ability, as

compared with other abilities, in Negro and White groups.

The present evidence,

such as it is, appears consistent lith the X-linkage of spatial ability and the
0 percent admixture of Caucasian genes in

additional fact that the 20 to

American Negroes came largely frPm male white ancestors, thereby resulting is
the introduction of proportionally about one-third fewer X-linked than auto.

somal Caucasian genes into the American Negro gene'pool.

A rigorous test of,

this genetic hypothesis, however, awaits additional data (Jensen, in Press).
But it is of interests that quantitative genetics already has a theoretical

model, in the mechanisms of X-linkage and recessivity, that appears capable
of predicting the findings on White-U.S: Negro differences in spatial ability
and iho 'r interaction with sex differences in spatial ability.

Environmentalist

explanations of these facts at present would have to be especially ad hoc, and

would probably encounter difficulty with the fact that spatial ability, unlike
loaded tests, has relatively little correlation. with socioeconomic status
within-racial groups.

Tests of scholastic achievement generally show slightlY"smaller Wh
Negro differences than most standard inteligence tests.

This seems,. surprising
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to many, but is consistent with the idea that some scholastic knowledge and
and skills, such as spelling and mechan,ical arithmetic, are partly "acquired
1%

by Level I processes.

Scholastic testswhich require the student to reason

with his specific, knowledge and skills to Solve novel-problems, however, ar
very highly corhted with general intelli

nce testa, and even with non-

verbal tests of a, when 4.1 the testees have ear.Athe same number of years of 1,
schooling.

Geographical Region.

The nationwide tests t of youths for induction

into the armed forcea_clearly reveals regional differences in intellectual
ability, both for Whites and Negroes, though the regional differences are

conOderably larger for Negroes than for Whites.

The White-Negro differences

in various regions vary from the overall white. average the equivalent of about
10 to 20 IQ points.

Negro IQs are lowest in the South and Southeast and there

is a gradient of increasing IQ as one moves further North and West.

There is

.$

a similar, though less pronounced, gradient of IQ in the White population.
Tills regional variation in IQ appears to be mostly a result of past selective

migration associated with economic factors and employment opportunities
making different educational and intellectual demands.

It is of interest from

our standpoint that variation in the amount of Caucasian admixture in American/
Negroes follows much'the same regional gradient as IQ variation, from the Deep
f

South, with close to 107. Caucasian admixturelto the North and West with ablipt
)

20 to 307, and the Northwest as ]high as 40% (Reed,

Since practicall

.

all the Caucasian genes, in the American Negro gene pool

re introduced dux

ing the period of slavery, which was confined to the SOuth,
,regional variationis undoubtedly due to selective migration.

he present

It is si nificant

-k

that IQ and amount of Caucasian admixt+ in Negroes parallel one anoe+ in
,
1

geographical Aistribution, and that'both ofrthese

ariables more or less parallel
I

,
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the regional variation& in the IQ in the-White population.
Representativeness of the Sample. .-White-Negro comparisons have been
repoitted.where.one or both groups are,atypical samples of the White or Negro
I

populations of a particular locality.

juvenile delinquents,
biased samples usu

Comparisons of White and Negro prisoners,

d patients in public hospitals, are examples.

1,,reduce the racial difference.

Such

The most frequent type

of biased sampling is the matching of the racial groups on some, index.of

socioeconomic status (SES), such as income and occupational and educational
level.

Such matching of the racial groups generally reduces their IQ differ-

ence by about one-third of a standard deviation, more or less, depending on how
many IQ-correlated factors /enter into the matching.

It also- depends, in the

case of children, on whether ogre matches Negro and White children at the upper

or at the lower end of t e SES sc

High SES Negro and "White ohildren differ

more in IQ than groups matched for low SES.

In a review of the 33 studies

before 1965, including a total of about 7900 Negro and A300 White! subjects,

in which White and Negro groups were of comparable SES, Shuey (1966, p. 520)
concluded:

"The consistent and surprisingly large, difference of 20.3 IQ points

separating the high-status whites and high-status colored is accentuated by
the finding that-the mean of the latter groups is 2.6 below that of the low-

,

?

It is probabl

status whites.

that the home, neighborhood; and'rchool envt=n-

.

ment6 0( the whiter and colored lower-class children tested are more nearly
alike in their stimulating qualitios thari are the home, neighborhood, and
school environments of the white and colored upper'and middle - class - children;

but it seems Improbable that upper and middle -class colored children would

have no more cultural opportunities provided them than white children of the

lower and lowest class.

Three mord recent studies involving large samples

also found low SES White children to have slightly higher IQs than-middle and

gr.

1

-

upper SES Negro children (Wilson, 1967; Scarr-Salapatek:1971; Jensen, 1970).

The Hypothesis of Culture-Biased Tests
9

The most popular-explanation of these psychometric differences, in whole
or in part, is that the teats are in some way biased
disfavor Negroes.

iitts

favor Whites and

Since the tests often haye,been standardized on the white

oop

population, itis claimed that they are culturally loaded with content peculiar
to Anglo middle-class experience, although this has certainly not been
the
intention of test constructors.

The claims of culture bias as an explanation of the White-Negto IQ difference in the United States rung into numerous difficulties.

For one thing,

1

many of the,tests that show the greatest White-Negro difference show much
smaller differences for other minority groups which are also regarded as
advantaged or culturally different.

On nonverbal IQ-tests, which do not handi-

,,.

cap children brought up in a foreign tongue, American Indians and MexicanAmericans outperform Negroes,

.

on the average.

On Raven's Progressive Matrices;

one of the best highly a-loaded nonverbal,intelligence,tests, Arctic Eskimost
4

with their extremely different Culture, score at least up to the White norms

obtained in Scotland and the U. Chinese ghd Jalianese in the United States
at present score at least as high as,.native Whites, and in California they
.

score higher, especially on highly

loaded nonverbal tests.

Moreover, no one

2

has yet devised or standardized an intelligence test within the Negro population which significantly narrows the racial IQ difference, although there have
been seriode- attempts to' do so. -Yet most intelligence tests originating in

the United,States can be used in foreign countries simply by translating the
test instructions and verbal items into the appropriate language.

The trans-

lated tests retain highly similar %reliability, validity, inter-item correlations,
,

.
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and score distributions as are obtained in the U.S. white population.
has been the usual experience with the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler

This

tests,

which have bpen used in many countries with seldom more than translation and
substitutions of a few of the informational items, such as changing "What is
the population of the United States?" to'"What is the population of Japan?" in
`,the Wechsler test.

A translation of the Stanford-Binet test into Negro ghetto

-1-----

dialatk, however, produced no signficant increment (one IQ point, in fact)
)

over the IQ obtained with the standard English version when given to Negro
?

children most familiar with the ghetto dialect.
Recently,

I have conducted intensive studies of culture bias in tests,

using large samples of typical White; Negro, and Mexican children in California
schools%

I will here summarize the main results.

But first of all, one must distinguish between cultu're loading and culture

bias. fA test may contain informational content that could only be acquired
-within a particular cultute.

This can usually be determined simply by exami-

cs.\

nation of the contents of the test items.

Whether the particulai cultural

content causes the test to be biased with respect to the obtained scores
between any two groups is a separate question.

If the test includes only

cultural content that ig common to the experience of the groups being compared,
it will not be culturally biased, assuming that the testing procedure itself is
not a source of bias.

The fact that racial and social class groups differ on a test cannot
itself be a proper criterion of bias.

Legitimate criteria oftest bias are

of two types:

External blas is related to the predic-

external and internal.

tivt validity of the test, i.e., how..well it predicts such criteria as school

grades, success in some specialized training, and occupational performance.
test is biased if,the intercepts and slope of the regress
7,

r,

criterion
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measures on test scores differ significant

for the two or more populations
,

Reviews of the rese-

in question.

-

on this point comparing White and Negro

There

ith respect to scholastic and job performance.

samples are unequiv

is a negligible difference in the slopes and intercepts of regression lines
for Whites and Negroes.

A single regression equation predicts equally well

for both groups (Humphreys, 1973; Linn, 1973).

Interestingly, the few excep-

tions repot? in the literature would favor the Negrd groups 1,f the tests
were used for selection, i.e., the difference in the regression lines is such
iii

that for any given test score Whites slightly out-perform Negroes on the criterion.

Intrief, the overwhelming evidence on the predictive validity of

,.

standard tests indicates that they are not biased against Negroes when cam,

,

;-

".,,,,-

partdz,.1 i

bites.
.,,

(There are too few studies of other ethnic groups to permit
a

Any get-16 al c6clusions about them.)
)

,
,

.

:

1

14t%clsn, of4Fourse, be argued that the criterion predicted by the test
scdres4is itself culture biased, and that one therefore needs a culture biased)

test to Rredit a cUlt.114 biased criter' n (e.g., scholastic achj.evemint). '

internal criteria seem especially appropriate for investigating the hypothesis
that a given test is biased for one population when the item selection and

standard4ation were based on a different population.

If the test items are
)

culture loaded, i.e.4,11" they call for specific information acquired in a parti-

cular culture, and if the cultures of the standardizations and target groups
k

differ with respect to the cultural information sampled by the items, this.
should be reflected in the various internal indiCes-of bias.

I will list each

these indices and describe what we have found concerning each one with
r

--------pect to White-Negip comparisons.

(Mexican-American children were included

allso, but for the sake of simplicity I will not attempt here to summarize
)
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these resjlts.

In general, they differ little from the results for Negroes,

except that the Mexican subjects do relatively better on the nonverbal'matrices

test and relatively worse on the picture-vocabulary tet.)

All of these

analydes have been made on what is probably the most culture loaded of all
standard intelligence tests, the-Peabody Picture' Vocabulary Test (PPVT),/ and

on one of the least culture

oade'd tests, Raven's Progressive Matrices.

The PPVT consists of 150 plates each with four pictures.

The examiner

names one of the pictures and the subject is asked to point to it.

The voca-

1

bulary ranges from very easy, common, and concrete words to very rare words_
and abstract concepts.

The Progressive Matrices consists of 60 platesjeach

with a olissing part which the subject must select from a multiple-choice set

of six to correctly complete the pattern.

Items range in complexity and diffi-

culty from a level that is passable by most three-year-olds up to a level of
difficulty beyond the capacity of the average adult.

Figure 2 shows typical

PPVT and Ravfitems of moderate difficulty.
r

4
4

rhsert Figure 2 about here'

'
4

The subjects in 'these studies numbered mote than three thousand children
k

'-

in California schools, about equally divided-among
the racial groups.
4

(I have

,4

presented these studies in detail elsewhere [Jensen, 1974c1.)
1. Correlation of raw scores-With chronological age in months does not
differ appreciably for^Whites and,Negroes on either the PPVT or-Matrices.
,

2. Internal consistency.reliability and average inter -item correlation

of both tests are the same for Negroes and Whites.
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Sample items of. the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (left) and Raven's

Progressive liatrices.

The P.PVT word for this item is "ceremony."
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3. Rank order of item difficulty (as indicated by percent passing)-

virtually the same in both racial groups.

The correlation between P values

(i.e., percent passing an item) over all-items for Whites and Negroes is near
perfect, without correction for attenuation.
r = .993.)

(For PPVT, r = .986; for Matrices,

When the correlations are obtained for various subsets of 12 or 15

items, they are still very high (.87 to .99), and the correlations are highest
in those subsets of items that discriminate most (i.e., have the largest dif.

ftrences in P values) between the races.

This is the opposite to what one

should predict from a culture bias hypothesis of the group differences,'which

should lead to the expectation that the most discriminating items-would show
the least similarity between the groups in the rank order of P values.

In

many subsets of items the correlation of P values between races is higher
than between boys and girls within the same race,. although boys and girl's

score about equally, overall.
any items show racial bias.

Certain PPVT items show more sex bias than
For example, "parachute" vetsus "casserole"

reflect different sexual biases in cultural knowledge.
culture

The PPVT also reveals

biases in comparing white school children in England and white children

in the United States.

Although both groups,Obtain about the. same total score,

some vocabulary items are much easier for the English than for the'Americans
(e.g., "pedestrian" and "goblet,;') and vice versa (e.g., "bronco" and "thermos").

Negro and white groups in California schools, on the other hand, do not show
.

any of th4se marked discrepancies in order of item difficulty.
,

4. An even more sensitive index of cultural differences is the corre-

,

lation between the item "P decrements" for, the two races.

The P decrement is

the difference between the percent passing two adjacent items, e.g., Pl - P2,
P

- P

etc.

}hus

we are measuring the racial group similarity in the.414f-

ferencesl difficulty among items.

Again, these correlations are very high
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(.79-for PPVT, .98 for Matrices), and again the correlation was highest for
the most discriminating sets of items.

Correlations between the sexes within

racial groups are not significantly greater.
5. Items that best discriminate individual differences within racial
groups (i.e., items with the highest correlation with total test score

are

the same items that discriminate most between the racial groups.
6. Incorrect responses (errors) are distributed in a non-chance fashion
over the multiple-choice distractorL in the same proporttions for Whites and
Negroes.

There were several significant exceptions to this in the Matrices;

that is, on some itemkNegroes made different errors than WhI.Vs.

However,

in every such instance it was found that erie Negro children's proportions of

responses to the various error distractors were the same as the proportions
for white children who were apprOximately two years younger in chronological
age.

Thus it appearsI that the few differences that were found between White
t,

and Negro children ave thost clearly rel

ed to differences in level of mental

maturity than to cultural differences.
7. The matrix.of inter-item corre ations for each test was factor
analyzed within each racial group to determine

loadi gs of each item on

the general factor (i.e., first principal component) that accounts for most
4
of the covariance among all' the items. The items) ' factor loadings for Negroes
and .Whites are highly correlated, and, m6st significantly, the correlation

is markedly increased when the Negro factor loadings are correlated with the
factor loadings of Whites who are about two years younger.

n fact, 9, this

index, 6th grade ,(ages 11-12) Negroes are more like 4th gr de (ages 9-10)
r

Whites than like 4th or 5th grade Negroes.

(Also, 6th grade Negroes pbtained

about the same total raw score as 4th grade Whites.)

Moreover, the loadings

0,..of items on the general factor within each racial group show a high positive
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correlation with the degree to which the items discriminate between the races.
In other words, those items which best measure what is common to-all items
within each race are the same items that show the largest ract difference.
8. Few if any psychologists would claim that Raven''s Matrices is more

C
culture loaded than the PPVT.

If the PPVT is culturally biased against Negroes,

then, if we perfectly match PPVT and Matrices items for difficulty (i.e., per-cent passing) in the White population, we should expect, from the culture bias

hypothesis, that these two sets of items would not be matched in difficulty
in the Negro populatiOn.

For Negroes, the culturally loaded PPVT items should

be more difficult than the Matrices items.
ficant difference.

But, in fact, we fouild hp signi,
9

Thirty-five PPVT and Matrices items which are perfectly

matched in difficulty for Whites turned out to bOmatched in difficulty for
Negroes as well.

(This was not true of Mexicans,-`kfor whom'the PPVT'items are

significantly more difficult, as would be expected from the culture bias hypo4

thesis.)

9. Finally, using an analysis of variance to examine the Race X
?

interactions (for both PPVT and Matrices), we found we could, almost perfectly
simulate without-statistically significant differences all features of the
)

Negro-White differences, using entirely White samples.

We simply divided the

entire,White sample into two groups, a younger group (ages 6 to 9) and a
e

slightly overlapping older group (ages 8 to'll).

Detailed compar)sons of

these two groups simulate, within the margin of sampling erro

the results

of the same_comparisPhs of Whites and Negroes, when both groups are of the
same chronological age.

We have found no feature of the PPVT or of the Matrices

.which distinguishes Negroes from Whites who are about two years younger, or

which distinguishes any differently between Negroes and Whies of the same
age than between groups of younger and older
'/

J

ites.
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All these findings seem to me very incompatible with the culture bias
hypothesis.

To maintain this hypothesis one would have to postulate the addi-

tional and supremely ad hoc hypothesis that the cultural differences between
Negroes and Whitessperfectly simulate age differences within the White group,
with respect to item difficulties, P decrements, inter-item correlations,
choice. of distractors, and

a

factor loadingsjfor tests as diverse as the PPVT

and the Matrices.

In another study in which several mental testsewArt administered to
several thousand White and Negro children by 12 White and 8 Negro examiners,
it was shown that the race of the examiner had no significant or systematic
effect on the intelligence test scores of White and Negro pupils (Jensen, 19740,.

Also,;special tests devised to measure attention, speed, persistence, and effort
inthe testing situation revealed only negligible differences between Negroes
and Whites.

I therefore conclude that these factors are an unlikely explana-

tion of the large race difference in intelligence test scores.
Another study has shown that administering several mental tests under

speededconditions versus no time pressure did not significantly alter the
White-Negro difference, although both groups performed better under the more
lenieni. condition (Dubin, Osburn, & Winick, 1969).

The same study also showed

that pre-test practice on alternate forms of the tests did not significantly
reduce the racial differences.

The mdst reasonable hypothesis, it seems to me, is that the two racial
groups differ in the rate and the aOrmptote of development of the brain proceases underlying the general factor common to intelligence test items.

Com-

parisons of the racial groups across the ages from early childhood to adolescence
on a number of different indices.of mental growth lends further support to
this hypothesis.
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Consistency Among Dei>elOpmental Indices

The Gesell Figure Copying Test (Ilg & Ames, 1964, pp. 63-129) consists
of the ten-geometric fotms shown in Figure 3.
to copy each figure, without time limit.

The subject is encouragedsiMply

A pencil with an eraser is an essential

Insert Figure 3 about here

part of the testing procedure.

The test approximates a Guttman scale, i.e.,

it is like a series of hurdles, in diet, if a subject can correctly copy, say,
the fifth figure in the series, in all probability he can copy correctly all
the preceding figures; and if he cannot correctly_copy, say, the sixth figure,
he will in all probability fail all;the figures that follow it.

The test

, ear

reflects mental development over a range from about Age 3 to age 12.

When the

Figiire Copying Test Was been factor analyzed along with standard intelligence

tests, if is loaded almost entirely.on the

factor.

We have given this test to more than ten thousand school children of
different ethnic groups, of ages 5 to 12 years.

There ara4arked grotip diffi

ferences at every age, with /Orientals scoring highest, fo]plowed closely by
Whites,"then Mexicans and, lastly, Negroes.

The magn tude Of the difference

on this test is almost two standard deviations betwe
as can be seen froi Figure 4.

Orientals and Negroes,

Negro children in the 4th grade (ages 9-16)

.Insert Figure 4 about her

a
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Fig. 3.

The ten simple geometric forms used in the Figure Copying Test.

the actual test booklet each figure is presented singly in the top half
of a 5-1/2".

8-1/2" sheet: .Theciiclt is i-3/4"

in

diameter.
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Fig. 4.

Oriental (0), White (W),,Mexican (M), and'Negro.(N).grouPs fromi

socioeconomically urban, largely middle- to upper-middle class (U) and
rural, largely lower-Ito middle* class,(L) communities.

ranked from highest (SES 1) to lowest (S

6) on a composite index of

socioeconomic status.
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The six.groUps

1

.
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perform on a par with Oriental children in the 1st grade and slightly below
White children in the 2rid grade.

The Mexican group, although lowest in socio-

,,

economic status, is iiMostrexactly intermediate between the Orientals and
Negroes and nearly on a par

with Whites.'

Even more telling is the fact that all these groups show the same
developmental seqUence of difficulties in copying these figures.

The same

*conceptual difficulties appear in all the various ethnic groups, but simply
at different ages, on the average.

The difficulties of Negro children of ages

6 or 7 are indistinguishable from the difficulties of White and Oriental
/

children of ages 5 or 6.
younger to older ages.

Each figure, so to speak, "evolves," going from
114.cal examples of some of the modal difficultieS4,

as one goes from drawings of lesser to greater maturity, are shown in Figure
5.

It would 'seem hard to'expl'ain in terms of cultural differences why Negroes

Insert Figure 5 about here:

0/

Whites, Orientals, and Mexicans all go through the same sequence of thede
peculiar characteristics of copying figures, and differ-only in"1

he average

age at which they encounter the various difficulties up till tale age a

h

they are able to copy the given figure CorreTtly.
Jean Piaget has devised a nuthber of highly diverse, developMat.01 teas
with similar properties.
objects, which call

They are seemingly simple tasks utilizing familiar.

,

or judgment, mental manipulation, and reasoning .43out
"
'

matters uni

rsally available to observation.
1

One example is shoWn in Figug, 6.

,

t'

4

g. 5.

TyPica

copying,

examples

of,

derelopMental

changea\lk

from, kasaer..to greater maturity.

the *xtreme. '1 ft.

t'

chi ldeen s

The

figure*

odela -are on--
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Insert Figure 6 about here

The child is shown a bottle of red liquid (A).

opaque card is then placed

in front of the bottle, arid the bottle is tilted (B).

Then the child is given

a full-scarearstrine drawing of the bottle and is asked toAraw the level of
the red liquid as it will appear when the'card is removed (C):

Mostchildren

-under 8 or 9 years of age dr* a linemore or less parallel to the bottom of
4 k

the bottle, as shown in C, while older children moreoften correctly draw a
.

horizontal line.

.

Many children under 8'years do not markedly improve their,

drawing even after they have been shown the liquid in the tilted bottle.

.

When

this Water-le'Vel test was given to large'representative samples of three ethnic
groUps in Grades i_tef (Sges 6 -8') in California schools, the percent of each
,

grouiffaising the test was; Oriental, 437.;%White, 347.; Negro, 137..

Tuddenham

,

r(1970 gave nine other such Piagetian tests of.niffeterst concepts to the same
groups.

Negroes did less well than Whites on,every item;-__Or}ental children

"/
exceeded White children on 7of the 10 items.

The differences. are,comparable

to those found with highly .g. loaded tests such as Raven's Matrices.

(I 'have.,

enewhere reviewed in grater detail these and other studies, howing similar
results [Jensen, 1973a,pp. 312-318].)

.,

%

ti

--,

Another developmental index is' interesting because it has no right or
i

wrong

answers,

but

only `preferences

.

whiCh change.

systematically

.

'with,age.

As

children mature mentally, they;ShOw changing preferences tor color, form, num.

-ber, andeize,
in that sequence, in attending to the\attributes of objects.
,
.

The order of preference'for children of kindergarten a

.

(5 or 6 years) is

,56
,ry

.-

ij
4

Fig. 6.
'

Piaget's, tilted

ester_

bottle teat, .to meacware the concept of the

horizontality of water- level.

57

_

(1

,'(2) color, (3) number, and (4) size.
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Groups Of'White and Negro

kindergarten children were each shown 12 different stimuLus displays of the
_type shown in Figure 7.

,

Insert Figure 7 about 'here

The figures on the four eard differ simultaneously in color (green,.
,

red, blue, yellow), shape, size, and number..The examiner gives the small
card at the top tevtcechild and asks him to put it down on any one of the
four cards with which he thinks it goes best.
no "right" answer.

It is made clear that there is

Thus, the child scan match the-target card on the basis of

color, form, number, or size.

It turned out that White and Negro children of

the same age differed in the relative frequencies of their preferences, in
accord with the developmental prediction, i.e., the Negro children had a sig-,
'

nificantly higher percentage of the less mature preferences '(Toki, 1971)

Preference %
410.

Form

kra
.C.2141;*

/,

Number

White

10.2

73.5

14.9

Negro

28.9

56.5

12.5

Size

2.1

In view Of the consistent racial differences in these highly diverse
developmental, tasks, I venture, the rypothesis that typical Negro and White

cilildren,will show consistent dif erence's ingrowth rates and in orderly
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S.

la

E

_

Fig.

7.

An item of the color-form-number-size test.
,

.

The letters (which

,

do not appear on the actual test) indicate the colors of the figures.
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sequential development on all age - related tasks involving abstraction, judg-

Oent, mental manipulation--in short, the essence of

ee

Information Processing and the Essential Naturte of

a

or Level TI ability.

a

Examination of the most highly 4 loaded test items shows them to be
.

most clearly characterized by their requirin,kthe testee to process
p
a consi-.

deiable amount of information--information not in the sense of merely recalling stored knowledge, but in the sense of having to take a number of facts
and relat ionships into consideration simultaneously in order to produce or
select the correct answer.

Complexity, choice among alternatives, judgment,

decision--these seem to be of the essence of 1, as contrasted with memory,

f

factual knowledge,and performance of.highly practiced skills.,
The idea of

as being related to information processing in this funds-

'

.. mental sense has come to the attention of a number of experimental psychologists, who have devised laboratory measures of-information processing capacity.
In order\ precisely to quantify the ,informational content of a task on an abso-

lute scale, the task has had to be made very simple.

And in order to demon-

,

state reliable differences in difficulty among tasks which, 'though they differ
only slightly; differ'by precisely known amounts in informational:load:it is
necessary to employ a very sensitive. and continuous (rather than discrete)
s,

sure of the subject's response.

.The measurem

Tries-

,'

subject's reaction time

(in milliseconds), to stimuli meets this requirement." The

complexity of the

stimulus situation is varied so as to convey different amounts of information
as measuredwin bits, the'unit of measurement in information theory.. A bit
A

(for binary digit) Is the amount of- information that reduces uncertainty by
.--

'1/2.

A stimulus situation to whiCh the respo nse is completely predetermined

and therefore requires no discrimination, compartson, 'judgment, or decision has
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no uncertainty and therefore conveys zero bits of information.

The next most

complex stimulus situation, involving two elements or alternatives, requires
one decision and has one bit of information, e.g., Yes or No.

Four alterna-

tives have two bits of information, e.g., One or Two? Yes; One? Yes.

Eight

1

alternatives have three bits of information, and so on,.

of information is the logarithm, to
Very complex, highly

a

The number of bits

a base 2, of the number of alternatives.

loaded test items undoub

dl\ contain many bids of

information, but'the actual number for any gi'ven item is not
by any means presently known.

minable

But using vastly
vastly simpler stimti, though they

are not nearly as good a measure of z because of their much smaller informational
content, permits exact quantification of the.task's complexity in terms of bits.'

One of the important discoveri4ein this field, often called Hick's
Law (Hick,,J52), which has been replicated in many studies, isl,that the subject's reaction time (RT) increases as a linear function of the amount of information as measured in bits.

Thus, choice RT <i.e., responding differentially

to two or more stimulus alternatives) is invariably greater than simple,RT
(i.e., response to a single stimulus).

Hick's Law has been demonstrated by

a variety of laboratory techniques, using different stimuli and different
'sensory modalities.

There are highly reliahle_individual differendes in simple and in choice
RT.

Though it is not of much practical importance, Lt is of gre'at theore40
'

tical significance that individual differences in simple RT are not slAniArcantly correlated with scores on standard intelligence tests, while choice RT
is correlated with intelligence (Eysenck, 1967).

The.correlition

negative,

i.e., the more intelligent subjects'take less.time to proces6 a given amount
of information...

We have devised an apparatus for very precise Measurement of RT, as
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well as movement time (MT), in response to stimulus arrays varying in informational content _from 0 to 3 bits.

This is an extremely small range of diffi-

culty, so small, in fact, that persons have little or no subjective feeling
that the 3 bits task is any more diff"

It than the 0 bit task.

experimenter cannot perceive a differ

e in the subject's RT in the 0 bit

and 3 bits tests.

Even the

But when precisely measured by electronic timers, RT ih-

creases regularly by some 30 to 50 milliseconds with each additional bit of
informatign conveyed bytthe stimuli.

These small fractions of a second,

however, are subjec&tely,r4ligible to subjects.

This is very unlike ordinary

intelligence tests in which the items often increase vTry perceptibly in complexity and difficulty, even to the point that the increasing appearance of
sAr

difficulty can possibly intimidate subjects and discourage continuing effort.
The apparatus for-measuring the subject's RT and MT consists of a panel,
13" x 17", painted flat black, and tilted at a 30° angle.

At the lower center

ofthe panel is a red pushbutton, 1/2" in diameter, called the "home" botton.
Arranged in a semi-circle above the "home" button are eight red pushbuttons,
all equidistant (6") from the "home" button.

Ralf an inch above each botton

(except-the "home" button) is a 1/2" faceted green light.

Different flat

black panels can be fastenedlover the whole a ;ray so as to expose arrays haying either 1,

2,

4,

6, or 8 light- button combinations.

Thy subject is instructed to place the index finger (of his preferred'
hand) on the "home" button., Then an auditory "ready" signal is sounded (a

high-pitched tone of 1 sec. duration), followed, after a continuous random
interval of from 1 to 3 sec nds, by one of the green lights going "on," which
the subject must turn off q = quickly as possible by touching the sensitive.,

microswitch button directl

under it.

RT is the time the'subject takes to

remove his finger from thel"home" button after the green light goes, on.

MT
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(movement time) is the interval betWeen removing the finger from the "home"
button and touching the button which turns off the green light.

RT and MT

on each trial are registered in milliseconds by two electronic timers.

On

bath trial never more than one light in the whole-array_goes "on,"

and the

subject turns it off by touching the bUttbn adjacent to the light.

The par-

ticular light that goes "on" in each trial is completely random and thus is
unpredictable by the subject, thereby creating the uncertainty upon which
the quantification of information depends.

Our experiments with this apparatus have shown, in accord with Hick's
taw, that RT increases as a perfectly linear function of bits of information,
in school children and in young adults.

The linear increasejn RT as a func-

tion of bits shows up for individuals as well as for the gioup as a whole,
and is therefore a very lawful and reliable psychological phenomenon.

The

average correlation between RT and bits for individual subjects is over 0.9,

which means that even for individuals (and not just foithe group average)
there is an almost perfect linear regression of RT on bits of information.
MT, on the other band

is completely unrelated to bits and.remains constant

across all amounts of information, both for individuals and far the group means.
The reliabilities of both RT and MT are about .90 when Sa are given 30 trials
on each light/butt,in catbination.

not measuring the same sources of

Also, it is apparent that RT and MT are
ual differences variance, since the

correlation between the two measures is only about.-0:5%-Moreover, thefe is

Virtually no functional relationship between RT and MT, as.indicated by a
within-subjects correlation between RT and MT of close to zero.

Ameasur

of information processing capacity that is independent of

absolute RT is thL slope, b, of the linear regression of RT an bits. :Wben,the
regression of RT on bits

determined for every subject, the values correlate
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`significantly.but lowly (around -0.30) with standard intelligence test scores..
This accords with the hypothesis, as described by Eysenck (1967),

that infor-

mation processing capacity, assessed independently of absolute RT in terms of
the rate of increase in RT as a function of the increasing complexity of.he
yask,sis a 'signifiCant Component of intelligence.

Now what has all this

to do with our topic of race differences?

In a, recent study we hypothesized the following:

If the essence of the

4

component in the subject's performance is related to the degree of complexity
of the task (in the information theory sense), and if Whites and Negroes
differ in IL capacity, then Whites and Negroes should show no significant
difference in performance on 'tasks of zero inforMation (e.g., one light /button

combination or simple RT), but should show increasing differences as the number
of bits of information increases, even when the increases, in information are

all within such a narrow range and at such a low level of complexity (i.e.,
between 0 and 3 bite) as to be subjectively Imdiscriminable in difficulty.
We tested this hypothesis on 200 male youths, 18 to 19 years of age,
with nearly equal numbers of Negroes and Whites.

The'samples were not reprei4

entdtive,of the general population.

All subjects were within the normal

.

range of intelligence and the White and Negro groups were almost perfectly
.

Matched in thi e score distributions on a group verbal .est of general intelligence.

'They were also matched as closely as possible in years of schooling
-

-

(averaging 11.5 years), although hg Negroes averaged about half a yedr more
schooling than the Whites:

Many studi

tave inatC&d-racial.

qups on socio-

-

- T.,

eccnomic, educational,and other envir---d;t7.1,factors correlate -wi_th intel %

'

'

rigence test scores, and h'ave shown that the-gi-ouir-d-ifference i
.

.

'

---'"".---.-\

inished

.
,

,
.

by such matching, often withethe claim that if more such environmental factors
,

ha'd been controlled, the test difference'would be wiped out completely.
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present racial samples'go a step further:
in test scores.

they do not differ appreciably

This stacks. the cards against ur hypothesis that the groups
.-

.

would differ incre singly in an information pro -ssing measure as the amount
)R

of information increases.

Negro and White group

which score the same on

more or less culturally and educationally loaded verbal paper-and-pencil
.tests, if measured on a series of much less, cult rally and educationally
loaded tests' involving regularly increasing amo

is Of information correspond-

:

ing toji, should show regularly increasing,diff rences as the amount ofinforMation increases'." And this should be shown to ccur even within such a narrow
and easy range of cognitive, difficulty as not t

be subjectively perceptible

N
by the subjects', so that attitudinal and motive ional factors would be a most
unlikely cause of any differences.

Also, there is no a priori reason to

believe that such factors would affect RT for
independently' of MT (movement time).

ifferent amounts of information

We'alrea y.knew from previous studies

, that information processing was related to RT

t not to MT, which is uncor-

related with the informational, content 9f the
r

ask. :

The results turn. out perfectly in accor

White,and Negro goups differed negligibly and

wiih the hypothesis.

The

.

onsignificaptly (about 3 mili-

seconds) irilifean and median RT to 0 bits (i.e.

the

one

light/button task),

but the White-Negro differenced in RT increas d sig ificantly and lin4arly
with each additional bit, at the rate of 10 in llise &ids per bit.

At three
---.

bits the groups differ 31 Milliseconds in RT, a highly significant differ-

awe Sz 5

.001).

'.

The slope of the tegyession of RT on bits was determined
,..

for,each individual, and the difference betwe n the meA'sloped of the White
,

and Negro groups was shown by

.

.a t test to; be

A

significant (.2

<,.01), with

the Negro group showing the steeper slope? i.e., greater increments in RT

'as the ,---bits of informatiow-ivrease.
derie-Of ahZ;Tat,a,g7.)

(Note

hat-the slope measure is indepen-

The increase of RT,aa a function of bits' shows no
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si4Dificant departure from linearity in either group.. Slope 'also correlated
significantly (about 0.30, P < .01) with the mental test (cores within groups. '

Also, it is interesting that intra-individual variability (lie.

I

.

an individual's
*

variation about his own mean over repeated trials) increases s atematically
as a function of bits.

The rate of .this increase was very significantly

greater for the Negroes.; in fact, it was the largeSt racial difference to,'

show up in any of the/measures derived from this testing procedure.
'

The groups also differed significantly on MT (Nbite < Negro), but MT
a

showed no correlation with bits.

The multiple correlation, R, between several of the RT and MT measures,
on the one hand, and the racial dichotomy, on the other, is 0.41.
The,tmportant and indisputable point of this study is that the two

Ng

racial samples, which differ much less (in fact, not significantly) in
ordinary psychometric scores than do the general populations of Whites and
Negroes, and in which the Negroes have more education, than the Whites, still

show highly significant differences in a behavioral task, in accord with prior
expectations based on theoretical considerations of the.essential nature of 2.
and information processing capacity.

These findings, however; are not withoqt precedent.

In unselec"ted

satnples.Of Negroes and Whites, even larger differences have been found in
--shoice RT.

Noble(1969),found ahighly significant (.2 < .001) difference

,between Negro and Whitelaildren (matched for age and sex)
test.

on a 4-choice RT

In'a,Sensitive Measure:ot speed of visual information processing

(requiring no motor response at all), using a visual recognition test ini761-Ving

only 2 bits of information (i.e., 4 alternatives), Bosco (1970) also foUnd a
highly significant difference between a group composed mostly of low SES
1
I

Negri children and a group ofmidle SES Whi e children.

Poortinga (072)
/

6'
\

-

-,,

St

measured simple and choice RT to both auditory lind visual stiMuli in groups

of native African and European students in South Africa.

(The group's dif-g

/fered 2.890 on Raven's Matrices.)' Choice RT (2 and 3 bits) for,both.,the
/

visual and auditibry stimuli showed the Africans to have significantliaronger
4

mean RTs; in units of the

ite groups standard deviation*, the White-African

difference was 1.90 fbr auditory

nd l.5. --for visual RT.

/

But there was.no

4'

,e4

difference between the groups dn simple RT (i.e., 0 bits.)

In ,terms of our

A,

hypothesis, however, some doubt is'raised about the interpretation of these

striking results by the fact that visualand auditory choice RT showed nega7
tive though nonsignificant'correlations with Raven's Matrices in the African
sample and a significant correlation (=0.45) only for auditory choice RT in

the White sample.

4

Such puzzles, of course, simply indicate the need fur

further experimental analysis.

.

Environmentalist Hypotheses
,

EnvirOnmental hypotheses of IQ differences have been largely Ad.hoc:
I

each hypothesis that fall -s down under rigorous sauftny is immediately repla ed

by a new one, which enjoys popularity iintil\investigators,have
4

to find supporting evidence.
weight.
dence.

tried, but f it

Scientifically, all evidence is not' of equiv ldnt

Ad hoc evidence is less impressive than theoreticalby'predrcted

i-

-7

A -theoretfcal model which accommodates existing facts

nd predicts new

facts is vastly preferable to an assemblage of ad hoc criticisms

nd e

\

Innumerable hypothesis have been put forward to explain the
difference strictly in environmental terms.

te-Negro

Those which have bedhlforp lated

clearly enough to be tested have not stood up when put

the teat.

I hate

reviewed the ciaima of dnvironde;talistS abouteach of numerous factors
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,

,-,

said Lo explain the lower Negro IQ--inequality of schooling, teacher,eXpectancy.*
\r/
.

,..

.

mot f4ation, languagedeprivation, n utritionAnd.reproduCti,,exasualty.

None
.

.of them.,adequately accounts for the facts of Negrb per0Otance on mental tests
,

.

.

-4,2.,

r
(Jensen, 1973a, 1973h).' As researchers find each of the more obvious environ,

C"--.......4

.

.

.

mental fartori, such ,as those associated with SES, not to hold upas expl'ana%

tions of the Negro IQ deficit, more subtle, often unmeasurahle,environmental
.

influences have been hypothesized.

In the past few years, each newly proposed

environmental hypothesis has failed as soon as it was put to the test.
One of_the most popular of recent hypotheses has been that the majority
of Negro children have a different language, than standard American.English,

and'this supposedly handicaps them in scholastic performance and in taking IQ
.

,

tests.

But how would this explain the results on nonverbal tests?

And why do

immigrant children with little or no knowledge of English not ,show a similar
deficit?

Why ,do children who were born deaf and are therefore severely language-

and score lower on verbal tests show no deficit on nonverbal tests?
C
.

,

ecent comprehensive review of the research evidence pertaini,r1

to the "dif-

ferant language" hypothesis Tounddno support for it--"In general, no acceptable,
replicated research has found that the dialect 'spoken by black children presents
h
---"-----

yin unique problems in comprehending standard English" (Hallt Turner,

.1974, p2"74).

'The investigators helievethe explanation of the Negro deficit

must be sought elteWhere, stating
r

t they

.

.

. .are convinced that more

,,,,,,

tffort should be directed toward studying universals of cognitive development
..
;-,--._

,

4

rather'than toward relatively superficial, performance differences such, as,
spoken` dialects" (p, 80).

Another popular environmental hypothesis
IQ

of c

a s, torbe,fo
1

x+31,

that the CaUs,e of the 41egro

he quality of bhe moth -child interaction duiing

I

the preschool years.

The hypothesis is admittedly diffiplts,to'itest, since

61

approrrate investigatio Jmust rely-upon naturalistic,
$Observations of

egro an

systematic, comparative

White children in their natural psychological environ-

.

1
Two ''developmental psychologists, Alfred and Clara Baldwin (1973), have

..*
merits.

*----____

.

4

s pent
,

more than a decade conducting this kind of investigation, including

.

-0

r

several hundred records of mother -child interactions involving pre-schoolers
101 both Negro and white families from lower and middle social class.

Many

.2' aspects of mother-childI interaction (35 coded variables) were systematically
41

observed and recorded in half-hour long free-play settings.
ficant ethnic. difference showed up:

Only one siapi-

Negro mothers were more likely than white

mothers td adopt a didactic teaching role in free play. - The Baldwin; note;that

. white mothers were much more relaxed in*cgeneralaboUtthe child's
academic future.

Th y felt considerably less pressure to teach him academic-

.

type facts during the play sessi

,than did the black, mothers" (Baldwin &
.

Baldwin, 19/3,. p.

72

ethnic differences%

They continue:

_

"On no other measures did we find

The' amount af interaction was not consistently dtffe ent
.\

for the black and whitegraups; the level of syntactiq ,complexity was not
,

different if educational level is held constant.

Except for theifact that

didactic teaching d6es involve more direct behavior requests, we sawzno evidence that black mothers were more bossy or more .punitive.

In fact, we ob.

sery

'ery little punitiveness in any of the play sessions."

In the light

of their observationsIthe Baldwins believe the language deprivation theory is
called into question:

"All these facts lead u' fo question deeply whether

there is any social significance in the small difference in the syntactic colt=

plexity found in the mothets in

free -play session."

They admit,."Frankly,

when we began this investigation, we anticipated many more differences between
the_black lower-class sample and the white upper%-middle-class sample.

.

.s.,

But as we observed these tothgr-child pairs, andApen as we saw the results,
(J.

169

ar

62

data analysis, we have become convinced\that"the moststriking fact
isothe overall similarity of mother-child interaction in Tre-c-p1111-4ft-all

-4

samples" (W. 720.
In view of the failure of numerous environmental hypotheses to be

bbrne out by evidence,,,the genetic hypo hesis appears reasonable and highly
1Yrkely, which is not to say that it is proven.

But at least it is already

established that genetic factors p ee the most important determinant

IQ

differences within the racial groups, and, in the.absenc0 of any compelling
environmental explanation for the White -Negro intelligence difference, we

would be scientificallYremiss not'to seriously consider the genetic hypothesis.
In terms of what is already known about human evolution, about a hoTt of
other kinds of genetic racial,differences, about the relative contrib9ions of

genqic and environmental factors todifferences in mental abilities, and'about
the constancy,(relative to the variability within'groups) of White- Negro dif.

feren es in IQ and a wide varity.of-other indices Of cognitive development
from c ildhbod t© maturity, it appea s highly probable thCt vnetic factors
are involved tt; a substantial degree in the lower average IQ of American Negroes.

So far, I have,not seer a serious attempt to adduce evidence, or comptehensive
argumentation based thereon; to the effect that this hypothesis is either improbable or scientifically unwarranted.

I hhe focUsed on differences between Whitesand'Negroes

in the U.S.

only for illustrative purpo es and because there has been vastly more reload'
vant research on representat ve samples of these populations than is true of
any other racial groups.

I

'Lye little doubt that other racial populations

can be showb to differ behaviOrely in comp ex ways, Eoth in the cognitive
and personality domains, and
as

cu4ral

t would seem most surprising if gen(tic a

well

and environmental factors were.not involved' in many,of,these-

70
r
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t

differences.

'N

.

Finally, it seems scar

ry warranted in this context to emphasize the
'

pointa that-races are noT7T117mpi.

.

-bsotutes,,that race

/

cannot be - ordered

on.an overall continuum of "superior-inferior," since human differences are
---,
.
4

.

4

,

MuItidimensionaf, thai. differences are biOlLgicaily and socially.important
.

,

-

on1'y in relation to particular edyironmental demandsl'and that _human racial
.

_

.

','

.

..
'-

.--

dffferenges per se .have no obvious, direct, or value.free:iffiplications for
4
-.

.,, ..

.

;

soclal policy.

.

a

41.
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Footnote

*1

4

.

De Fries (1972, pp. 0-11) states that "Unfortunately,
no valid
i
1

1

stimate of r is available.' But then he, goes on to suggest a value of r
,

a coefficient oi'in reeding.

based

the coefficient

He uses a

inbreeding.

from morbidity data in Hawa

The value of r is approximately twice

sget-fcir7;;;.

of inbreeding asIlmatqd

o arrive at a value of r of .002.

This is the

average intracl4ss correlation (among different racial groups in Hawaii) for
a random sample of all gene loci.

There are many genes, perhaps the vast

majority, that have not been subject to selection and which have similar
frequencies in all human populations.

Gene frequencies would differ only from

random drift for most of the genes that enter into a coefficient of inbreeding
;

estimated from morbidity statistics.

Such an average over all loCi does not

provide, any clue as to the Lntratlass genetic correlation for polygenic traits
1

that have been subject Po selection pressures as intelligence undoubtedly has:-

The intraclass genetic correlation fOitkin color in Europeans and Africans,
for example, would be much higher than .002\and probably approaches 1.00.
The same would be true of height in Pygmies ana Watusis.
is true for intelligence, we do no
ca

know.

To wh'at extent...this

Obvious], the'De Fries formula

2

yield no estimate of h ,unless we can obtain as estimate of'r for the
.

specific polygenicitrait in

1.n estimate of r based on the average

v

correlation over all-loci, or on a 'random sample of genes, or on some other

(

trait simply will not do,land to base speciiIgtions on such estimates can only
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